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Motivation

- With it’s recent rise of popularity Microservice architecture comes with 
various challenges and questions, regarding their performance, complexity 
and overall understanding

- There is still need for a formal, systematic and analytic approach for 
evaluating the performance and their behaviour

- Examine services in perspective of how performance degradation is 
caused by related service

- Cloud environment makes setting more complex to monitor
- There is a lot of workload data available with significant insights about 

run-time performance and overall server metrics 



Dataset

- time series data 
- run-time logs from six microservices in retail domain used by several 

thousand SME customers
- aggregated per minute
- 45 days of operations

timestamp 2015-06-16
09:02:00

2015-06-16 
09:03:00

2015-06-16 
09:04:00

2015-06-16 
09:05:00

2015-06-16 
09:06:00

service_time 1.4538 1.2721 1.3045 2.7549 1.3842



Event detection

- In order to investigate behavior for given time series, it’s crucial to detect 
events that are significant for our use case

- Peak detection algorithm using smoothed z-scores 
- The algorithm demands three parameters: Lag, Threshold and Influence
- The output of algorithm gives us binary result, e.g 1 if data point is 

anomaly or 0 if not.
- Getting the amplitude of the signal and produce the finall Z(ts)







Proposed algorithm

- Our proposed algorithm calculates correlation for two time series

- results in matrix (two way), for each services relationship



Results



Limitations and future works

- Parameter optimization is worth the attention if we want to extend the 
presented approach

- Window size can be further examined
- Inspect various options regarding the event classification and peak detection 

algorithm



Have a question?

Thank you for the attention!
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